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1. Overview
This paper presents a real-time method for accurate salient closed boundary tracking via a combination of
shape constraints and perceptual grouping on edge fragments. We encode the Gestalt law of proximity and the prior shape
constraint in a novel ratio-form grouping cost (Γ(B)). The proximity and prior constraint are depicted by the relative gap length
(|GB|) and average distance difference (|DDB|) along the to-be-tracked boundary with respect to its area (| 𝑅(𝐵) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦|). The
perimeter and area variations of boundary grouping are also constrained as v(P)<eP and v(A)<eA.
We then search the optimal boundary from an undirected graph G = (V,E), which has the minimal Γ(B) and
satisfies variation constraints (v(P)<eP and v(A)<eA). We validated our tracker (EFG) on a public video
dataset and compared its results with those of other two methods (RRC) and (BDSP).

2. Method
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3. Experimental Results
3.1 Quantitative Evaluations
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Figure 1: Average alignment error aveE_AL of the closed boundary tracking
achieved by trackers RRC, BDSP and our EFG.
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Figure 2: Failures of RRC and wiggles of BDSP: Red, green and blue boundaries are results
of RRC, BDSP and EFG respectively. All of the four rows demonstrate the failure of RRC
tracking. The last two rows show the wiggles (within yellow boxes) produced by BDSP.
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4. Conclusions

3.2 Qualitative Evaluations
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Our tracker encodes the prior
shape constraint into the
distance difference of
deliberately split edge
fragments and combines it with
the boundary salient measure of
relative gap length.
It suppresses most of the small
erroneous wiggles on the
boundaries and improves the
tracking accuracy.
We validated our method on
real-world video sequences and
achieved the state-of-the-art
results both qualitatively and
quantitatively.
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Figure 3: Comparison between line segments and edge fragments represented boundaries.
From top row to bottom row are results of RRC, BDSP and our EFG respectively.

